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GUEST SPEAKER

Madeline Lennon

Chair, Visual Arts
University of Western Ontario
Audrey Neubert
*Wrapped Pillars*
Acrylic on Canvas
121cm X 60cm
1996
Jeffery Sproul

Untitled

Silver Gelatin Photo

40cm X 60cm

February 1997
Lindsay Muzylowsky
*Untitled*
Intaglio Print
83.5cm X 18.5cm
1996
Jeff Kant

*Understanding*

Found Objects and Acrylic on Board

70cm X 64cm X 5cm

1996
Becky Muller
*Untitled*
Cedar
130cm X 20cm X 20cm
1996
Jodi Decicco
*Personal Effects*
Acrylic on Canvas
45cm X 33cm
1996
Toby Laws

Untitled
India Ink on Paper
99cm X 122cm
1997
Darryn J. Rae
*Complex Simplicity*
Photocopy, Coloured Marker on Paper
56 cm X 61 cm
1997
Boyd Harris
*The Four Dancers*
Acrylic on Board
82.5cm X 62cm
1996
Jane Bannon
Fyodor
Wood, Copper
18cm X 86cm X 18cm
1997
Scott Woodward

*Touch*

Mixed Media on Board
122cm X 122cm X 22cm
1996
Mike Rikley

*Cum Junction, Junction What's Your Function*

Mixed Media

185cm X 96cm

1997
John Longden
Metal I and Metal II
(Expression of a Line As a Series of Points)
Steel, Copper, Acrylic on Plywood
35cm X 19.5cm
1996
Dave Sones

Space Dogs

Acrylic on Board
214cm X 163cm
1997
Jonathan Banman

*Summer*

Acrylic on Board
61cm X 51cm
1997
Sonja Leal
*The Raped*
Ink on Paper
13cm X 15cm
1996
Philip Desmarais

Oh, Camille

Acrylic on Board

59cm X 91cm

1996
Wendy Butler
Resurfacing the Incomplete
Oil on Board
120cm X 120cm
1996 - 97
Mike Carter
*Untitled*
Mixed Media
120cm X 120cm
1996
Leslie Kaczun
16 Weeks
Acrylic on Canvas
90cm X 60cm
1997
Julia Bakker
*The Fish in Art History*
Acrylic on Board
96cm X 61cm
1996
Jarrod Zimmer

Fetish
Etched Glass and Polymer Plastic
36.5cm X 42.5cm
1997
Hans Stierwalt
FACULTY AND VISITING ARTISTS 1994-97

Lois Andison
Ron Benner
Millie Chen
Norman Colton
Rai Demopoulos
Milena Dragicevic
Michael Durham
Murray Favro
Lisa Fedak
Tara Gammon
Wyn Gelense
Sonia Halpern
Allison Hannay
Ray Jackson (Technician)
Benedict Linssen
David Magee
Tony McAulay (Coordinator)
Eva McCauley
James Patten
Reinhard Reitzenstein
Shimmi Sikand
Patrick Thibert
Michael Tooby
Steven Torrens (Technician)
Henri Valencia
Ed Zelenak
CATALOGUE BY

Jane Bannon
Philip Desmarais
Sonia Leal
John Sing
Bruce Moore